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In this talk:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction of DDL
Introduction of pilot study
Reflection of pilot study
DDL material (re)design procedures
Principles of DDL material design
Position of material design in DDL
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What is DDL?
• A series of exploratory learning activities via searching
the corpus (Johns, 1990).
• “(A) a corpus that contains thousands of authentic text
samples can greatly enhance a learner’s exposure to
naturally occurring language and offer a vast linguistic
resource” (Quinn, 2015, p.165)

What is DDL?
Key points from the literature
•
•
•

•
•

DDL-mediated error correction in second language writing is one
of its most frequent application (Chen & Flowerdew, 2018).
DDL well reflects a series of SLA theories (O'Keeffe, 2020).
Two DDL approaches for error correction can be found in the
literature: indirect DDL approach and direct DDL approach
(Leńko-Szymańska & Boulton, 2015).
DDL effectiveness can be limited by learning environments with
prescribed syllabus (Bridle, 2019).
Students’ attitudes towards DDL (Crosthwaite, 2017; Yoon &
Hirvela, 2004).
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Pilot study overview
Purpose– Investigating DDL-mediated error correction
• Outcome
• Process
• User perceptions
Writing

Revision
(with track)

Questionnaire and Interview

Round 1

Typical
material

Round 2

DDL

Round 3

Typical
material

DDL

Pilot study overview
• DDL mediation not only helped students achieve a satisfying outcome of
error correction, but also encouraged students to utilise a series of cognitive
strategies for inductively discovering or recalling the appropriate language
use;
• DDL users held mixed opinions on DDL-mediated error correction practice.
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Reflection
Voices from different aspects
We want to learn more language knowledge
via DDL material beyond our own errors!
I want to provide DDL material for more error
types, but I don’t have enough time.
DDL material focused on limited error types may prevent
students from consulting for multiple purposes.

Material design framework
Jolly & Bolitho (2010)
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Material design
Contextualisation
•
•
•
•
•

Target audience?
Language?
DDL approach?
Choice of corpora?
Structure?

Material design
Examples
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Material design
Examples

Material design
Behind the examples
• Learners are exposed to a rich, meaningful and comprehensible input.
• Materials support but also challenge the learners.

• Learners benefit from noticing salient features of the input and discovering.
• Combined with delayed writing exercise, learners can gradually and dynamically
benefit from DDL material for communicative purposes.
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DDL material design: Positioning
Indirect (curated)
Teacher-oriented

Direct (inductive)
Student-centered
Teacher training

1 Introductory

2 Transitioning

3 Ultimate

• DDL-mediated
error correction

• DDL-mediated
error correction
• DDL-informed
material

• DDL-mediated
error correction
• DDL-informed
material
• DDL training

DDL training
Students and teachers
Online DDL Course: Improving writing through corpora: Data-driven learning?
使用语料库提高写作能力：数据驱动学习 (原版和中文版网络课程)

https://learning.edge.edx.org/course/course-v1:UQx+HASS0653N_7120_SLATx+2021_S1/home
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